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This paper aims to give a criterium, in terms of the partial ordering on the po-set only, which 
decides whether or not an equivalence relation on the segments of the po-set is compatible 
(defined by Doubilet, Rota & Stanley [2] in terms of the convolution and the functions of the 
incidence algebra). 
Let P be a locally finite partially ordered set. Let K be a field. Then the 
incidke algebra I(P) of P is defined as the algebra ccnsisting of all functions 
f : P*+ K with f(r y) # 0 only if n 6 y (see Rota [I] and Doubilet, Rota and 
Stat&y [2& An equivalence relation on pz is called compatible iff the functions 
f E I(P) which are constant on equivalence classes f4,r-m a subalgebra (see [2]). 
Now the question arises if the compatible equivalence relations might be 
characterized only in terms of P and the ordering. Smith gave a sufkient 
condition in [3] but Doubilet, Rota and Stanleykrdicated in p] that in general no 
simple criterion (-:xists. 
to 
The aim of this paper is to give a characterization which is indeed quite similar 
Smith’s sufficient but not necessary condition. 
Let P ble a fixed locally finite poset (i.e. : a set with a relation =Z which is 
reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric such that al!. segments [x, y]= 
{ZEE x s z s y} are finite!. Let K be a fixed field. 
Let segl(P) = {(x, y) E P* : x G y}. Then I(P) = (f : se&P) -+ IQ together with 
pointwise vectorspace structure and convoiution 
is called 
Let- 
the incidence algebra of P. 
be an equivalence relation on seg(P). The reduced incidence “algebra” is 
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R(P, -) = IfE I(P) : (x, y) - (u, 8) 3 fk y) = f<u, 4). 
It is obvious that R(P, -) is a subvectorspace of I(P). In general however, it is not 
necessarily a subalgebra. This gives rise to the following definition: 
An equivalence relation - on seg(P) is called compatible iff R(P, -) is closed 
under convolution. 
Result 
The aim cf this paper is to prove the following 
Theorem, Lee - be an equivalence relation on seg(P). The2 - is compatible ifi for 
all (x, y) - (u, v) there exists a bijection q~ : [x, y] + [w, vj such that for all z E 
[x9 ~1: (x9 2) -- h d4) and (2, Y) - Mz), d. 
Proof. (C). We have to show that f, g E R (P, -) implies f*g E R(P, -). 
Let (x, y) - (u, v). Then there exists a bijection q with the property above which 
gives: 
f*gb, V) = c f(u, w)g(w, v) (by definition) 
w 4Iw.ul 
= c f(u, <p(z))g(cp(z>, 11) (since cp is a bijection) 
Z4X,Yl 
= C f(x, z)g(z, y) (property of 6p; f, g are constant on 
Z~.lX.Yl equivalent segments) 
= f* g(x, y) (by definition). 
Therefore f * g is constant on equivalence classes, i.e. f* g E: R(P, -). 
(3). Let (x, y) - (u, v). We have to show that there is a bijection q with the 
required property. 
First we will show that [x, y] and [u, v] have the sau,e cardinality: 
Let 5(x, y) = 1 for all x, y (x my). Obviously 4% R(P, -) so [*[E R(P, -) and 
we have: 
Ib,yll= 1 1=;5*~(x,y)=g*~(u,v)= c l=l[u,o]l. 
z 4X.Y 1 w ECU.Ul 
Now for z. E [x, y] let f, g be the characteristic 
class of (x, zo), (z,, y). I.e. 
functions on the equivalence 
f(a, 6) = 
1 ifE (a, 6) -(x, z,) 
0 else 
. 
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Again we have f, g E R( P, -) and therefore f* g(x, y) = f* g(u, v). But 
Define z = z. iff (x, z) - IX, z,,) and (z, y) -(z,, y). So 
E*= c l=I{.:!E[X,y]:Z==Zo}) 
~&LYl 
(Because ;fg is concentrated only on these values of z). And 
f * gb4 4 = c fb, WMW J-0 =&* 
WiSlWl 
Define z. R w iff (u, w) - (x, z,) and (w, o) - (z,, y ). So 
&=~{WE[U,v]:ZoR! w}l. 
Now P’C might choose a bijection 
Qz,:{ZEIX,Y]:Z”Zo}+{WEIU,V]:Zo&t W). 
Let Q be pieced together from the Q%'s. This means we take tied representatives 
z. out of each equivalence class of = (which is indeed an equivalence relation on 
[x, yl) and defme Q(Z) = v)zo(z) iff z = zo. 
Then Q has the n=quired property because each Q_ has it, i.e. z = z. 3 
z R Q,(z) = Q(z)- 
Furthermore Q is one to one: Let Q(Z) = Q(z'). Then z R Q(Z) and z’R Q(z') = 
Q(z) and therefore z = z’. But restricted to an equivalence class, Q is a cpr,,, and 
this therefore one to one. Thus z = z’. . 
We have prov& that [x, y] and [w, v] have the same finite cardinality ami 
therefore Q is a bijection. This ends the proof. 
If ix, y) - (I(, v) then there exists a bijection Q by the theorem such that for all 
z E [x, y], z R q(z). Specifically (x, z)- (u, Q(Z)) and therefore again by the 
theorem there is a bijection (pz : [x, z] --) [u, Q(Z)]. We might ask if it is possible to 
choose Q in such a way that for ail z E [x, y], Q restricted to [x, z] fulfills the 
condition of the theorem for (x, z) - (u, <p(z)). 
Suppose this is possible. Let x SZ'rZdy. Then Q(Z)~Q&')= Q(Z'), SO Q is 
monotonic! Let u G p(z')s(p(z) s 2). Then there exists a zNs z with I -): 
c~,(z~) = I (Q, is onto). Because Q is injective, z 3 z” = 2’ and so Q is a 
yo-isomorphism (i.e . kotonic bijection). This would show that - is a finer relation 
than the compatible quivalence relation “po-isomorphic”. But Doubilet, Rota & 
Stanley gave an example in [2] that not all compatible quivalence relations are 
finer than the relation “po-isomorphic”. 
So we see that such a special choice of q is in gener;\l not possible’ 
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